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July 11 and 12, 2012
The world is rapidly changing, and our profession is no exception. Our ability to adapt
our work to meet the needs of our students has never been more essential. This conference is about enhancing our abilities to make education relevant to students in the
digital age through a focus on meaningful learning in media-rich environments.
At EVSCREV12, you’ll find:
• Inspirational keynote speakers from the forefront of educational technology and
learning design.
• Practical and entertaining breakout sessions facilitated by teachers, academic
coaches, administrators, and technology specialists.
• Spotlight sessions featuring education and technology leaders from around the
region.
• Hands-on workshops that explore new tools and teaching strategies in depth.
• A brand new, world-class facility that offers the latest classroom technologies.
• Many additional events that support collaboration, networking, and exploration.
All of these will be focused around our 5 Learning Strands: Innovative Learning Models,
21st Century Standards and Skills, ActivTeaching, Building Your Toolbox, and Leadership
in the Digital Age.
If you are seeking a new approach to teaching and learning that will engage and challenge your students and will prepare them for success in the future, then your path
leads to the Revolution.     
                 

www.evscicats.com/erevolution/index.html  Twitter Hashtag - #evscrev12

NSTA National Conference in Indianapolis

March 29–April 1, 2012
At the Crossroads for Science Education
Join us at the crossroads for science education during the NSTA 2012 Indianapolis National Conference on Science Education. The conference headquarters hotels are the
Indianapolis Marriott Downtown, JW Marriott Indianapolis, and Westin Indianapolis.
Conference registration and exhibits will be at the Indiana Convention Center. Most
sessions and events have been scheduled at the Convention Center as well as the
Indianapolis Marriott, JW Marriott, and Westin Indianapolis.
Registration:  www.nsta.org/conferences/2012ind/?lid=hpf
Twitter hashtags: #nsta12 (2012 conferences), #nsta (all-purpose).
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MathWorld

mathworld.wolfram.com/

MathWorldTM is the web’s most extensive
mathematical resource, provided as a
free service to the world’s mathematics
and internet communities as part of a
commitment to education and educational outreach by Wolfram Research, makers
of Mathematica.
MathWorld has been assembled over
more than a decade by Eric W. Weisstein
with assistance from thousands of contributors. Since its contents first appeared
online in 1995, MathWorld has emerged
as a nexus of mathematical information
in both the mathematics and educational

communities. It not only reaches millions of readers from all continents of the
globe, but also serves as a clearinghouse
for new mathematical discoveries that
are routinely contributed by researchers. Its entries are extensively referenced
in journals and books spanning all educational levels, including those read by
researchers, elementary school students
and teachers, engineers, and hobbyists.
MathWorld continues to grow and evolve
with the assistance of thousands of contributors.

LearnZillion CCSS Based Math Lessons

www.learnzillion.com/

We started LearnZillion at
E.L. Haynes Public Charter
School in Washington, D.C.
because we wanted to
solve a problem. We knew
what lessons our students
needed but we didn’t have
enough time to teach each
student the right lesson.
To create more time, and
to share best practices
across classrooms, E.L.
Haynes’ teachers began
to capture their expertise
on screencasts. We posted
them on a homemade

website and coupled them
with a short quiz to help us
track student progress.
Soon the idea grew.
What if teachers from
across the country could
contribute to the site?
What if new teachers
could learn the new Common Core standards from
the wisdom of experienced teachers? What if
students could get a playlist of lessons that matched
their needs? What if, over

time, the video lessons
got stronger and stronger,
as more teachers contributed and the data showed
which lessons had the
biggest impact? Thanks
to funding from the Next
Generation Learning Challenge, NewSchools Venture Fund, Achievement
Network, and others, we
are about to find out!
Twitter - @LearnZillion

Seven (Sneaky) Activities To Get Your Students
Talking Mathematically
Check out this blog - Emergent Math.  The author is a math coach for the New Tech
Network of Schools.   He shares some good resources for facilitating math instruction.
emergentmath.wordpress.com/

This post will introduce seven of these sneaky, math-talk-producing activities. Not only
that, but they are a) easily translatable to many content areas and b) quickly producible. In many cases you could create these activities with a word document and maybe
30 minutes time. You could be doing this tomorrow.
Twitter @emergentmath
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IDOE 29-Day Web 2.0 Challenge
idoe29dayweb20challenge.blogspot.
com/

The blog will remain open, so we encourage educators to continue to use it as a
resource for good web 2.0 resources.
Welcome to the 29-Day Web 2.0 Challenge. This blog is part of our “Leap Into
Digital Learning” initiative, celebrating
National Digital Learning Day  (February
1, 2012). The idea for this amazing resource project comes from the Evansville
Vanderburgh School Corporation’s iCATS’
30-Day Challenge. We want to thank the
iCATS for partnering with us to provide
excellent web tools for all educators! You
will see many of the iCATS’ blog posts
during the 29 days along with other edu-

cational partners who have joined us for
Digital Learning Month. Look for the blog
author noted on each post. Each day in
the month of February we will blog about
a web 2.0 tool, a digital resource, or educational/productivity apps. We encourage
you to read each blog entry and think
about how the resource can help you enhance student learning or better do your
job. Please share your plans in the comments section of the blog entry. If you are
already using the tool please share how
you are using it and how successful it has
been in your classroom. We’re looking
forward to a fabulous month of digital
learning!   

Jing

Capture What You See
The Jing sun sits nicely on your desktop, ready to capture your screen at a moment’s
notice. Jing will capture a window, pane, or region with just one click.
Jing Loves to Share
www.techsmith.com/jing.html

Send your screenshots all over the web. With Jing, you can add an image to your blog,
or instantly share your captures through IM, email and more. Select any window or
region that you would like to record, and Jing will capture everything that happens
in that area. From simple mouse movements to a fully narrated tutorial, Jing records
everything you see, and do. And then lets you share your SWF videos with anyone.

ScratchED
scratched.media.mit.edu/

What is Scratch?
Scratch is a programming language that makes it easy to create interactive art, stories,
simulations, and games – and share those creations online.
What is ScratchED?
A wide variety of educators have been supporting Scratch creators, in both formal and
informal learning environments: a teacher who wants to share stories about Scratch
and cross-curricular integration; a researcher who wants feedback on materials developed for exploring Scratch as participatory literacy; a parent who wants advice on how
to introduce Scratch at a local all-girls high school; a museum program director who
wants to connect with other museums who have introduced Scratch.
In response to this growing community of educators working with Scratch, we developed ScratchEd. Launched in July 2009, ScratchEd is a new online community where
Scratch educators share stories, exchange resources, ask questions, and find people.
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Sumanas, Inc. Multimedia Development

www.sumanasinc.com/webcontent/
animation.html

Sumanas, Inc. was founded in 1994 with a
commitment to developing accurate highimpact interactive products for higher
education. Our goal is to design and
produce innovative educational solutions,
using CD-ROM, web, and other technologies. We believe that by combining
traditional course material with enhanced
graphics, video, and animation, a more
compelling presentation of pedagogical
materials becomes possible. Sumanas
offers a robust selection of content and
services that are directed at enhancing
the learning experience.

Sumanas offers a unique team with a
broad range of skills at both the production and editorial level. The Sumanas staff
includes academic professionals with
advanced degrees, insuring attention to
detail and scientific accuracy.
In Science in Focus, we use animation to
bring to life important science topics in
the news. This section will be updated
periodically, so please be sure to visit us
again soon.

Explore Science One Game at a Time
Web Adventures were developed by Rice University’s Center for Technology in Teaching and Learningwith two primary educational goals:
1. Increase students’ science and health knowledge through serious games
2. Inspire science related careers through serious games
webadventures.rice.edu/ed/TeacherResources/_games/MedMyst/

This site serves as a vehicle to distribute our grant-based game projects to engage
students and assist teachers in enhancing their core curriculum.
All games and companion materials are FREE.

Kid Wind
WINDWISE
A comprehensive interdisciplinary wind energy curriculum, developed with Normandeau Associates for middle and high school. Lessons have inquiry-based introductions
and hands-on activities to develop analytical skills.
learn.kidwind.org/teach

Middle School Chemistry
What happens when solids, liquids, and gases are heated and cooled? Why is one substance more or less dense than another? What causes certain substances to dissolve
in water? What happens when a chemical reaction takes place?

www.middleschoolchemistry.com/

These questions and many more are explored in Middle School Chemistry, a resource
of guided, inquiry-based lesson plans that covers basic chemistry concepts along with
the process of scientific investigation.

You can download the entire book for free in PDF format.
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WatchKnowLearn
www.watchknowlearn.org/

The Vision behind WatchKnowLearn is
simple:

secondary schools (or age range 1 – 18),
and are Kid Safe!

Free educational videos delivered over
the Internet. Viewed any time, from
anywhere.

WatchKnowLearn has indexed over
33,000+ educational videos, placing them
into a directory of over 3,000 categories.
The videos are available without any
registration or fees to teachers in the
classroom and to students at home 24/7.
Users can dive into our innovative directory or search for videos by subject and
age level. Video titles, descriptions, age
level information, and ratings are all edited for usefulness. Our Web site invites
broad participation in a new kind of wiki
system, guided by teachers. We have had
a tremendously positive response from
educators to the website. If we continue to work together, we can create an
incredible, free, educational resource for
students across the world.

We believe that everyone should have
the same opportunity to learn. The best
way to make this possible, we believe, is
to organize into one, super directory the
hundreds of thousands of good videos
currently available on the Internet. To
make this a reality, we invite teachers,
instructors and educators to suggest
videos for inclusion into our directory,
and then to review, approve, and assign
those videos into appropriate categories
using a wiki framework and philosophy.
The videos are the highest quality found
on the World Wide Web, cover all major
educational topics from elementary to

Science Buddies
www.sciencebuddies.org/

Taking inspiration from the news, from the frontlines of university research, and from
kids themselves, our staff scientists publish new content weekly. They often collaborate with experts at high tech companies, government labs and agencies (like NOAA
and NASA) and top universities.
Science Buddies provides fun, intellectually-stimulating and cutting-edge science education resources such as:  
• An online library of 1000+ Project Ideas, which are detailed scientist-authored
outlines that help students create a project in any of 30 different fields of science
and engineering
• The Topic Selection Wizard tool to help students find a project idea that perfectly
matches their unique interests
• The Project Guide is an online encyclopedia for how to do science research and
science fair projects. It includes step-by-step guidance, actual sample assignments,
photos of science fair projects, tips for success, and self-grading checklists for
students. Also includes tools, techniques, and reference information such as safety
guidelines and a section on the engineering process.
• A robust Teacher Resources area with a curriculum for teaching the scientific
method, printable classroom handouts, grading rubrics, and enrichment tools
• The Ask an Expert online advice forum where scientists and engineers guide students who are doing science and engineering projects
• Career Information includes 100+ Career Profiles to inform students about science, technology, engineering, and math careers. Career Profiles are tied into our
library of Project Ideas so students can easily see how the science in their project
is used in real-world careers.
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Professional Opportunities
FREE SUMMER BIOLOGY LABORATORY COURSE
A laboratory course will be offered this summer in the department of Biological Sciences at Purdue University.  These 10
laboratories will run Monday-Friday from 1:00-5:00 pm on June 18-June 29.   During each of these sessions, Professor
John Anderson will present a background lecture for the labs and discuss how the labs might be used at their schools.  
Participants will study topics in protein biology and biochemistry such as protein structure, function, isolation, molecular evolution and the detection and molecular basis of human disease. They also carry out experiments on the properties, function and structure of DNA.   Techniques used for these experiments include electrophoresis, chromatography,
cell fractionation procedures, restriction nuclease mapping and basic DNA cloning techniques.  Advice on statistical
analysis of their data will be also be provided during this time along with instructions on reading and writing papers
from the scientific literature.  For more information, contact Isidore Julien at 765-494-4983 or at julieni@purdue.edu.
The National Science Teachers Association is hosting Science Rocks!
FREE community event to electrify parents, teachers, and students about the exciting world of science—from 6:00 to
8:30 p.m., Wednesday, March 28, at the Indiana Convention Center. We invite you to bring science to life for your children through this exclusive opportunity to interact with accomplished scientists as they share their journey to success
in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM).  www.nsta.org/conferences/2012ind/sciencerocks.aspx
Professional Development at The Children’s Museum
Our teacher workshops and institutes can provide the opportunity for educators to receive graduate credit, Certification
Renewal Units (CRUs), and Professional Growth Points for license renewal.  Several new events and summer professional development opportunities have been added.  www.childrensmuseum.org/professional-development

What PRISM Can Do For You!
• Easily find the perfect
teaching and learning
resources from our library
of over 3,500.
• Save a list of your favorite
resources for quick
retrieval.
• Create and share lesson
plans that teach your
subjects utilizing your
favorite resources.

teachers inside chats and
forums.
• Store your classroom
materials online so that
they are available to you
from any computer.
• Reach your students more
effectively by using web
media for the digital age.

• Earn CRUs by completing
PRISM led online Moodle
• Develop online classrooms
course – either Beginning
with interactive
Moodle or Intermediate
assignments, lessons,
Moodle courses are
quizzes and more!
available to you at no cost
several times throughout
• Join discussions with
the year.
students, parents, or other

www.rose-prism.org

• Select from free learning
resources that emphasize
visualization, rich context,
staged-problem solving,
and electronically
enabled collaboration /
communication.
• Augment your own
dynamic presence in the
classroom with teaching
tools that mirror the skills
needed for success in
higher education and the
21st Century workplace.

Through our strong support
from the Lilly Endowment
and others, we are constantly growing and improving.
Check our site regularly to
see what new resources you
can use in your classroom.
www.rose-prism.org

PRISM is a free website that provides collections of online resources
for Indiana educators in the fields of science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM). The primary collection of digital teaching
materials is indexed according to the Indiana Academic Standards for
6th, 7th, and 8th grade and secondary education courses.

